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Abstrat
The interlayer exhange oupling mediated by the valene band eletrons in (MnTe)
m
(ZnTe)
n
superlatties has been examined theoretially. The alulations have been performed within the
framework of three dimensional tight binding model. Both types of magneti ongurations in
the superlattie, resulting from zin-blende MnTe real magneti struture, have been onsidered.
The total energy alulations have revealed muh faster derease of the oupling strength with
nonmagneti spaer thikness than that observed in NaCl strutures. In addition a new feature 
nonmonotoni harater of that derease  has been found.
1
I. INTRODUCTION
Superlattie (MnTe)
m
(ZnTe)
n
belongs to the lass of widely examined Mn-VI/II-VI sys-
tems. Its zin-blende form was obtained in the proess of MBE growth in late 80-ies. Sine
then most of the experimental work has been foused on the magneti struture while the
theoretial alulations have tried to explain the mehanism of Mn-Mn oupling. Although
the vast majority of these semionduting superlatties turned out to be antiferromagneti,
whih seriously limited the sope of possible appliations, they oered the opportunity to
study magneti phenomena in the systems without free arriers. Of all the semionduting
superlatties the most interesting ones beame those inorporating Mn
2+
and Eu
2+
ions.
That is beause the magneti moment of the ions does not ontain ontribution from the
orbital degrees of freedom and hene is insensitive to the rystal eld. As a result, the
eetive Hamiltonian desribing the interations between the spins takes simple Heisenberg
form (the other omponents possible in this struture are negligibly small).
The experiments performed on various Mn-VI/II-VI systems revealed rather ompliated
magneti strutures. Apart from the onsidered here MnTe/ZnTe superlatties among other
examined systems were: MnTe/CdTe,
1
MnSe/ZnSe
2
and MnSe/ZnTe.
3
The analysis of the
neutron-diration data showed two kinds of the spin ordering: the antiferromagneti one
of type III (AFM III) and the helial one originating from the former. The helial order-
ing was observed in MnTe/CdTe and MnSe/ZnTe superlatties. In both ases these were
inommensurate phases. Giebultowiz et al.
4
drew an attention to the role of strain in de-
termining the magneti struture. They pointed out the essential dierenes between the
systems with built-in ompressive and tensile strain. The mentioned before superlatties
with helial ordering are examples of the systems with a shorter lattie parameter in pure
MnTe (MnSe) than in CdTe (ZnTe). In the ase of MnTe/ZnTe superlatties, studies of the
thin lms and semibulk samples revealed that inuene of strain is manifested in dierent
relative population of the domain types.
Further experiments foused on observations of the spin orrelations between dierent
magneti layers in the superlattie. Suh orrelations were deteted in both, helial
1
and
olinear,
5
systems. Although the range of the oupling turned out to be shorter than that
found in metalli superlatties, it was suiently long to raise the question onerning
mehanism of the orrelation. As free arriers are not present in the onsidered superlat-
2
ties, models tailored for the metalli systems are inappliable in this ase. This situation
has stimulated several researhers to work out the new models
6,7,8
appropriate for the semi-
onduting materials. The model of Blinowski and Kaman proposed in Ref. 6 takes into
aount both band and magneti strutures of the superlattie. It onsists of alulating the
band struture in the whole Brillouin zone (BZ) for the two magneti patterns and ompar-
ing the total eletroni energies of the both systems. Aording to the authors, this sheme,
in spite of negleting many-body eets during the alulation of the total energy, should
lead to the orret results, as only small spin-dependent hanges in the total energy deter-
mine the onguration in the ground state. This model was suesfully applied to EuS/PbS
and EuTe/PbTe systems. On the other hand, the model by Rusin (Ref. 7) explains the
interlayer exhange oupling (IEC) as a phenomenon driven by the shallow donor impuri-
ties residing inside the nonmagneti layers. The whole alulation is performed within the
framework of the eetive mass approximation with the perturbation Hamiltonian of Kondo
form. The appliation of this sheme to MnTe/CdTe superlatties yielded results whih
were in aordane with the experimental observations. Although both models turned out
to be suesful, it is risky to draw any deisive onlusions, as dierenes between various
systems are signiant.
In this work we have deided to use the model of Blinowski and Kaman. One of the
reasons was the lak of data onerning the presene of the shallow donors in the real
MnTe/ZnTe superlatties in whih the eet of IEC was observed. Although among the
examined systems were MnTe/ZnTe ones doped intentionally with Cl atoms
9
and the en-
hanement of the orrelation range was deteted, the authors raised several questions. Firstly
the eletroni levels introdued by Cl atoms seemed to be the deep ones, seondly the same
eet of the IEC elongation was observed in the samples with doping in the magneti layers
only. To stress it again  as a presene of the shallow donors in undoped samples is unknown,
the usage of the model whih does not require any impurity to produe the oupling seemed
more appropriate.
This paper is organized as follows. In setion II we desribe both the onstituents and
the superlattie itself with its dierent magneti strutures. The next setion is devoted to
present the model used to perform the alulations. Setion IV inludes presentation and
disussion of the obtained results.
3
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM
The onsidered superlatties onsist of a sequene of alternating bloks  nonmagneti
and magneti ones. Both omponents rystallize in the zin-blende struture, however, it
should be stressed that in bulk the latter naturally forms NiAs struture. ZnTe is a well
known semiondutor with a diret energy gap (Eg = 2.56 eV) at the Γ point. The top of
its valene band onsists mostly of the anion p-states while the ondution band bottom 
of the ation s-states.
MnTe in the zin-blende form is muh less known, mainly due to its dierent native
struture. Moreover, as a onsequene of a non-zero magneti moment arried by eah Mn
ation (Mn
2+
) one has to take into aount the spin degrees of freedom to desribe the
struture of the system. The magneti order in the MnTe bulk rystals was rst studied by
Wei and Zunger
10
 their ohesive energy rst-priniples alulations have onrmed that
at equilibrium MnTe assumes the antiferromagneti (AFM) NiAs struture and pointed at
the AFM zin-blende form as a more stable than the ferromagneti (FM) one, however,
these alulations onsidered only the simpler AFM type I form. Wei and Zunger's later
alulations,
11
whih aounted for AFM type III struture as well found it to be a ground
state of the zin-blende MnTe. The alulations performed in Ref. 10 and Ref. 12 indiate
that FM zin-blende MnTe should be a diret gap semiondutor with relatively narrow
d-bands. The repulsion between the tellurium p and Mn d-states results in a negative value
of the p-d exhange. This pushes up the majority spin (up) valene band with respet to
the up d-band, thus reduing the energy gap for the majority spin. In ontrast for the
minority spin, the d-bands loated in the energy gap repel the valene band, extending the
energy gap. The alulations of the eletroni band struture of the type I AFM zin-blende
MnTe indiate that this system is a semiondutor with a diret energy gap whih is a bit
wider than that of FM zin-blende MnTe.
10
What is even more important the AFM ordering
dereases the exhange splitting of Mn 3d-states and, therefore, leads to an inrease of the
p-d hybridization.
The rst lms of the zin-blende MnTe, as well as various superlatties ontaining this
magneti semiondutor (eg. ZnTe/MnTe, CdTe/MnTe) have been obtained by moleular
beam epitaxy. Sine then a lot of experimental and theoretial eort has been put to explain
the properties of this ompound. First of all, the neutron-diration experiments, whih
4
FIG. 1: AFM Type III unit ell.
enabled to study the MnTe magneti struture, have revealed
4
that in the zin-blende MnTe
below Néel temperature all the spins are antiferromagnetially arranged within (100)-type
planes and the onseutive sheets are staked aording to the sheme ABA¯B¯ (see Fig. 1,
where A¯ stands for `A with all the spins reversed'). This kind of order is known as type
III antiferromagnetism and indiates that the nearest and next nearest neighbour exhange
onstants, J
NN
and J
NNN
, are both antiferromagneti. Magneti unit ell of suh a system
is presented in Fig. 1. On the other hand, Larson et al.
12
have shown theoretially that the
dominant mehanism whih ouples the spins of the Mn-Mn pair is the antiferromagneti
superexhange (approx. 95% ontribution). Indiretly this nding draws attention to the
role of the p-d hybridization in setting the MnTe magneti struture.
Neutron-diration experiments have been applied to investigate not only the magneti
struture of pure MnTe, but also to examine possible orrelation eets in the superlatties.
5
The authors of Ref. 5 have measured magneti sattering in several (MnTe)
m
(ZnTe)
n
super-
latties with dierent, thik (n=18) and relatively thin (n=37), nonmagneti spaers. As
a result, the presene of the interlayer exhange oupling in the systems with 3 to 5 ZnTe
monolayers was observed.
In fat two types of orrelations have been found  the so alled `in-phase' and `antiphase'
(or `out-of-phase') oupling. They resemble the well known ferromagneti and antiferromag-
neti ouplings whih may form in the system with ferromagneti order within atomi planes.
If the superlattie growth an be pereived as a proess of substitution of the Mn planes
in bulk MnTe by the Zn ones, then the in-phase onguration is obtained when magneti
struture is retained while the antiphase when the spin diretions in every seond magneti
layer are reversed. One of the ways to desribe superlattie AFM III magneti struture is
to give sequene of letters A, B, A¯, B¯ and Z (where the rst 4 letters desribe inequivalent
5
Mn planes and the last one  Zn plane). In this language the system (MnTe)2(ZnTe)3 has
the following ongurations:
• in-phase  ABZZZBA¯ZZZA¯B¯ZZZB¯AZZZ
• antiphase  ABZZZB¯AZZZA¯B¯ZZZBA¯ZZZ
However, there are essential dierenes between systems with even and odd number of ation
planes per hemial unit ell (i.e. n+m). To illustrate this we give ongurations for the
system (MnTe)2(ZnTe)4:
• in-phase  ABZZZZA¯B¯ZZZZ
• antiphase  ABZZZZABZZZZ
As one an see, for n+m being an even number the magneti unit ell is only doubled with
respet to the hemial unit ell, while in the other ase it is four times larger. Moreover,
there is another important feature whih distinguishes various systems, namely, the ong-
uration of the magneti planes bordering the nonmagneti layer. In this ase the quantity,
whih takes ontrol over the onguration, is the number of nonmagneti planes. For odd
n the bordering magneti planes are of the same kind, i.e. A-A, B-B, A-A¯, B-B¯, A¯-A¯ or
B¯-B¯. It means that on both planes ions oupy equivalent positions, i.e. these sites an be
mathed by translation along growth diretion only. In the other ase the ongurations
A-B, A-B¯ or B-A¯ arise. The inuene of these dierenes on the oupling strength will be
disussed later. In the above onsiderations we have omitted anion planes whih, although
play ruial role in the oupling of loal spins, do not ontribute to the desription of the
magneti struture. These planes are, obviously, loated halfway between the nearest ation
planes.
III. METHOD OF CALCULATION
To investigate the interlayer exhange oupling in (MnTe)
m
(ZnTe)
n
system we alulate
eletroni struture of the given superlattie using tight-binding method. In this method
one has to hoose a set of orbitals for eah element onstituting material in question. It
is well known
13
that bonds of tetrahedrally oordinated semiondutors are formed by sp
3
orbitals, hene in order to reprodue bands properly these four orbitals have been taken
6
into aount for both Zn and Te ions. The situation for Mn is dierent. The presene of
fairly well loalized d orbitals, whose eletrons not only build spin S=
5
2
but also sreen inner
shells, results in less important role of p-orbitals. Instead, the orbitals of d-symmetry have
to be inluded, as their hybridization with anion p-orbitals plays ruial role in the oupling
of the loalized spins. In the following we take expliitly only s orbital for Mn ion, whereas
the d-orbitals have been inluded within the framework of seond order perturbation theory.
Having determined the ontent of the basis, as a next step we had to hoose the range of
interioni interations. As we wanted to keep small number of parameters, however yielding
satisfatory shape of eletroni bands, we have let for next-nearest neighbour (NNN) intera-
tions utmost but not all of them have been inluded. The reason for that was awareness that
it is the valene band whih plays muh more important role and hene the eort should be
foused to improve its shape. The outome of the desribed proedure is the following: all
the nearest neighbour (NN) interations have been taken into aount in both onstituents
of the superlattie while NNN interations have been inluded among the p-states of both
the nonmagneti ations and of all Te anions. Apart from the parameters desribing the
ion-ion interations there are the on-site energies (e.g. ǫ
(Zn)
s , ǫ
(Zn)
p ). In the ase of Mn ions,
the spin splitting of the s level, whih results from the Coulomb exhange, has to be taken
into aount. This splitting ∆ has not been treated as an additional parameter but assumed
to be equal 0.5 eV, a value estimated from the value of the diret exhange onstant α for
FM MnTe.
In the nal step all the free parameters have been determined by tting the eigenvalues
of the obtained matries in the high symmetry points of Brillouin zone (BZ) to the values of
known band strutures of ZnTe
13
and FM MnTe.
12
The parameters desribing anion-anion
interation (i.e. NNN parameters) are present in the both sets of the parameters hene they
annot be independent, as we want to use the same parameters in the both layers of the
superlattie. They have been obtained by the t to the band struture of MnTe only.
Finally, the Hamiltonian matrix for the superlattie has been onstruted based on
hoosen set of orbitals for eah element and determined parameters. As there is some
mismath (approx. 4%) between lattie onstants for both onstituents, the lattie onstant
for the superlattie has been assigned a mean value (a
SL
= 0.5(a
ZnTe
+ a
MnTe
)). On-site
energies on Te anions bordering Mn and Zn ations have been treated in the same way (i.e.
ǫSLα = 0.5(ǫ
(ZnTe)
α + ǫ
(MnTe)
α )). All the parameters desribing ion-ion interations have been
7
saled aording to Harrison's formulae.
14
The inlusion of p-d hybridization leads to the orretions to the matrix elements between
anion p-states aording to the seond order perturbation theory formula:
Hp′j′σ,pjσ(~k) −→ Hp′j′σ,pjσ(~k) +
1
ǫp − ǫd
∑
β∈A,i
〈p′j′σ,~k|H|βiσ,~k〉〈βiσ,~k|H|pjσ,~k〉, (1)
where by A we denoted the ve d-orbitals: dxy, dxz, dyz, dx2−y2 , d3z2−r2; j, j
′
mark position of
Te sites, while i runs over all Mn ions in the unit ell. In pratie, the sum over Mn ions
in the above formula is restrited only to those, whih are the nearest neighbours to both j
and j′. Energeti fration written before the sum in Eq. 1 indiates that we have negleted
rystal eld splitting of d-states.
As we have mentioned in the previous setion, the size of the superlattie unit ell depends
on the parity of n+m. For even n+m there are 4(n+m), while in the other ase as many
as 8(n+m), inequivalent ions in the unit ell, i.e. for even and odd superlatties we have
to onsider 20m+32n and 40m+64n orbitals, respetively. After Blinowski and Kaman
6
we have adopted the dierene between the total energies of the in-phase and antiphase
ongurations as a measure of strength of the interlayer exhange oupling. The analysis
of the symmetries of the Hamiltonian matrix has let redue tetragonal Brillouin zone to
its eighth part. The integration over oupied bands has been performed with the use of
Simpson proedure on the 3D grid of points. In the desribed alulations we have negleted
spin-orbit oupling (as the available data on the band strutures of the zin-blende MnTe
dropped this term as well).
IV. RESULTS
The appliation of the methods desribed in the previous setion has yielded 7 parameters
for MnTe, 11 for ZnTe and the 2 ommon ones. The band strutures obtained with these
parameters are presented in Fig. 2. On both graphs the lowest lying narrow band (approx.
from −13 eV to −12 eV) has been omitted for larity reasons. In the ase of ZnTe the
omparison with the results of Vogl et al.
13
shows dierenes whih do not exeed 5% for
the valene bands. Not surprisingly the situation with the ondution bands is not as good.
Although the band gap, as well as the energy at X1 point, are well reprodued, there is an
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FIG. 2: Calulated band strutures of ZnTe and ferromagneti MnTe. Dashed lines on the latter
graph depit bands for minority spin.
almost 15% dierene at the L1 point. Higher ondution bands are even worse mathed 
the sequene of bands in L1 and L3 symmetry points is reversed. For MnTe the t is not as
good as in the previous ase. At least two reasons may be responsible for that: (1) we had
at hand only energies at Γ and X points, whereas ZnTe bands were known along Λ line as
well; (2) the set of the orbitals for Mn ion did not inlude the p-states, whih although less
important, ould rene the band struture. The valene band for majority spin seems to
be wider (the dierenes at the points X3v and X5v are around 11% and 6%, respetively).
Smaller dierenes (less than 8%) our for the minority spin valene band, but in turn
this band is narrower. The spin splitting of the valene band edge agrees well with the
results of Larson et al.
12
while that for the ondution band diers by almost 70%. Again,
this dierene is a onsequene of the worse treatment of the ondution bands within the
framework of tight-binding model. To summarize this part  we have obtained model band
strutures with main features, i.e. the shape and the width of the valene band, satisfatorily
reprodued.
We have examined a series of (MnTe)
m
(ZnTe)
n
systems with varying values of n and
m. Calulations have been performed for the superlatties of both n+m parity. All the
systems are semionduting in harater with the band gap around 2 eV, however, we have
not veried whether this gap is diret. To alulate the total energy of the valene eletrons,
9
integrations on the grid of 1331 points in the redued Brillouin zone have been performed.
Suh a hoie of the points number has been determined after omparing the results obtained
for dierent grids. Calulated values of the energy dierenes between the in-phase and
antiphase ongurations show that there is a slight dependene on the thikness of the
magneti layer (i.e. on the number m), thus superlatties (MnTe)
m
(ZnTe)
n
an be lassied
by the number n only. The only exeptions are superlatties with 4 and 6 nonmagneti
planes in the layer. In both ases results obtained for the systems with 2 magneti planes
dier from those alulated for the superlatties (MnTe)
m
(ZnTe)4 and (MnTe)m(ZnTe)6 with
m=3,4,5,6. The total energy dierenes for these two superlatties with m=2 have the same
sign but are smaller in magnitude by approx. 37% and 20% for the systems with n=4 and
n=6, respetively, as ompared to the results for m>2. Results are presented in Fig. 3 (for
n=4,6 data alulated with m>2 is presented).
Unfortunately the neutron-diration allows to prove the existene of the orrelation but
not to determine the strength of the oupling  atually we do not know how to measure the
interlayer oupling strength in the system with inplane antiferromagneti order. Aording
to the alulations performed by Blinowski and Kaman
6
for the superlatties IV-VI the in-
terlayer exhange oupling should vanish monotonially with the nonmagneti layer width.
Although the alulations presented in Ref. 6 onerned systems rystallizing in NaCl stru-
ture (EuS/PbS and EuTe/PbTe), for both the ferromagneti and antiferromagneti (AFM
type II) layers almost perfet exponential falling was predeted. In ontrast, in our work we
have obtained lear rise of the oupling strength when passing from n=2 to n=3, from n=4
to n=5 and from n=6 to n=7. It seems that this eet may be, at least partially, understood
on the grounds of geometrial analysis. As we have mentioned in Se. II there is a dierene
between the systems with even and odd number of nonmagneti planes. In the systems
with odd n, the nearest magneti planes neighbouring through the nonmagneti layer are of
the same type and hene eah magneti ation an `see' exatly one nearest ation on the
other side of the spaer. Contrary, if the superlattie with the bordering magneti planes
of the mixed type, i.e. A-B, is onerned, then every loalized spin has got as many as four
spins  nearest neighbours  aross the nonmagneti layer. Of these four spins two spins
are parallel and two are antiparallel. The presene of equivalent magneti planes, i.e. A-A,
B-B¯ et. in the system should lead to the greater dierenes of the total energies between
the in-phase and antiphase ongurations beause for one of these ongurations all the
10
pairs of the planes are oupled ferromagnetially while for the other  antiferromagnetially.
On the other hand there is not suh a lear dierene between the in-phase and antiphase
ongurations in the superlatties with an even number of nonmagneti planes in the layer.
In spite of that one an try to reover the notions of ferromagnetilike and antiferromag-
netilike ouplings in this ase as well. It is enough to notie that instead of onsidering
the spin ongurations on the nearest magneti planes bordering aross the nonmagneti
layer one has to take pairs of suh planes. As a onsequene onguration of type AB-AB
an be thought of as ferromagneti (FM) oupling, while the other, i.e. AB-A¯B¯, as antifer-
romagneti (AFM) one. What is more important, for the given onguration (in-phase or
antiphase) all the ouplings in the superlattie are of the same type (i.e. either FM or AFM)
just like in the ase of `odd' superlatties. These observations in onnetion with extremely
weak IEC in the superlatties with 4 and 6 nonmagneti planes in the layer may suggest
that 2 magneti planes are not enough to stabilize the IEC in these systems.
Another feature whih distinguishes system under onsideration from mentioned before
AFM type II IV-VI superlatties is a pae of interlayer exhange oupling derease. We
an see in Fig. 6 in Ref. 6 that IEC drops 3 orders of magnitude when spaer thikness
is inreased from 2 to 10 monolayers. In our work we have found that it was enough to
inrease the number of nonmagneti planes from 1 to just 6 to end with almost 8 orders of
magnitude drop in IEC. The obtained results and desribed dierenes between the systems
with even and odd number of nonmagneti planes in the layer, raise the question if it is not
more appropriate to onsider these systems separately. If so, then it an be said that in
both ases exponential falling of IEC is observed. In this view types of ouplings between
the magneti planes aross the nonmagneti layer in the ground state are the following:
• odd (1-3-5-7)  AFM-AFM-FM-FM
• even (2-4-6)  FM-AFM-AFM
In both ases type of the preferred onguration hanges with the width of the nonmagneti
layer, however, these hanges go in opposite diretions. When analyzing these behaviours
one must remember that the abbreviations `FM' and `AFM' do not mean the same in both
ases. In the `odd' superlatties we observe passing from the ongurations of type A-A¯
to A-A, while in the `even' superlatties from AB-AB to AB-A¯B¯. Although it is hard to
reason why we observe just these onigurations, one again we want to reall the ases
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FIG. 3: The absolute value of the energy dierene between the in-phase and antiphase ong-
urations per unit area as a funtion of the nonmagneti layer thikness (squares represent these
systems for whih the in-phase onguration has lower energy).
of (MnTe)2(ZnTe)4 and (MnTe)2(ZnTe)6 systems, for whih the results are dierent from
those obtained for the respetive superlatties with the thiker magneti layers. They may
suggest that not only surfae eets play role in the proess of the interlayer oupling and
that ontribution from the internal magneti planes is so small that it manifests itself only
in the ase of weakly oupled systems.
In addition we have examined a series of tetragonally distorted (MnTe)
m
(ZnTe)
n
superlat-
ties. They are haraterized by the three parameters: the ommon in-plane lattie onstant
a
⊥
and the two lattie onstants along the growth diretion (a
‖
ZnTe
, a
‖
MnTe
). The quantities
a
⊥
and a
‖
MnTe
have been taken from Ref. 4, while a
‖
ZnTe
has been alulated based on the
known elasti onstants c11 and c12 of ZnTe. Their relations to a lattie onstant of the
undistorted superlattie are the following:
• a⊥ ≈ 0.986a
SL
• a
‖
ZnTe
≈ 0.971a
SL
• a
‖
MnTe
≈ 1.056a
SL
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Aording to Ref. 4 strain plays an important role in determining magneti struture of
analysed superlatties. Speially it governs the population of the domain types in the
sample. Although we have taken into aount only one-domain ongurations we wanted
to verify if hanges in the lattie struture and its parameters ould modify the alulated
IEC essentially. It turned out that these modiations have not introdued any qualitative
hanges to the IEC. Both nonmonotoni shape of the IEC and pae of its derease have been
preserved. As previously, the ongurations with n=4,6 have displayed dierenes for m=2
and m>2. However, there have been quantitative hanges. In all the ases, exept for the
superlatties with n=4, the strength of the IEC has inreased or stayed unhanged for the
distorted lattie. There has been no hanges to the IEC for the systems with n=1,5, while
for those with n=2,3,6,7 it has risen by fators ranging from 1.33 to 2.5. The only exeption
 the superlatties with n=4  has shown approx. 91% drop in the IEC and for m=2 it has
hanged the sign.
The last alulation onerned stability of the disussed magneti ongurations with
respet to the rotation of the spins around the axis parallel to the growth diretion. As we
have already mentioned, helial strutures were observed in other superlatties inorporating
MnTe (e.g. MnTe/CdTe). Our target was to hek if ourrene of the magneti ongura-
tion of this type ould lead to the lowering of the total energy. In fat we onsidered simpler
situation, namely the system with all the spins rotated by the same angle φ in the seond
magneti layer (whih means that we took only the systems with the magneti unit ell
doubled with respet to the hemial one, i.e. those with n+m equal to an even number).
The alulated total energy dierenes ∆E(φ) between the system with rotated spins and
the unperturbed one, for both the in-phase and antiphase ongurations, revealed that the
latter was a ground state in every examined ase. As we were interested in looking for the
energeti minimum only, we performed the alulation for the systems with the small values
of the angle (φ ∈ (0◦, 10◦)). In all the ases ∆E(φ) had the same  paraboli  shape with
minimum at φ = 0. Undoubtedly these results annot serve as a proof that the model we
have used predits that observed olinear strutures are the ground states of MnTe/ZnTe
superlatties. To prove this one would have to perform alulations for real helial strutures
and ompare these results with the presented here. Unfortunately not all the strutures an
be alulated rigorously, as inommensurate phases require innitely large unit ells. How-
ever, if it is true that the ontribution to the IEC oming from internal magneti layers is
13
small (as our results suggest), then we an state that the above desribed struture with the
whole layer rotated by ommon angle φ pretty well simulates helial struture.
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